So spoke Sherlock Holmes in The Sign ofthe Four, as the enigmatic genius injected himselfwith cocaine, escaping for a few moments the tedium of inactivity. The legend of Holmes has acquired over the years a following so intense as to imbue it with reality. Yet, as so often in literature, fiction may well have been inspired by personal experience.
Dr Arthur Conan Doyle's tedium, however, was not the banality of life with a dearth of criminological activity, but the frustration of an empty waiting room, and his passage not the needle, but the pen.
Early influences on Conan Doyle
Born in 1859 in Edinburgh, the son of a civil servant, Conan Doyle emerged from public school and Edinburgh Medical school at the age of 22 years, his mind already influenced by those characters on whom he was to model his fictional heroes: Professor Rutherford the 'ruthless vivisector', from whom Professor Challenger derived certain traits, and, perhaps more notably, Joseph Bell, surgeon at the Edinburgh Infirmary, whose diagnostic deductions were worthy of, and indeed the inspiration for, Sherlock Holmes. A lesser known influence over the young Conan Doyle was Dr Hoare, a general practitioner in Aston, Birmingham, with whom he worked as a student. A mutual respect and fondness developed between the two men, and writers on Holmes have suggested that Hoare may have been the model for the character Dr Horton in the Stark-Munro letters'', Certainly the experiences Conan Doylehad in the less salubrious districts ofBirmingham must have enhanced his feelings for the low life which he described so vividly in his literature.
Even as a student he found time to write -not only short stories, but also contributions to the medical press. In 1879, for example, he described in the British Medical Journal his experiments with the alkaloid stimulant gelsemium, concluding, after administering nearly fatal doses of the drug to himself, that the maximum doses recommended in textbooks could be exceeded, and that some tolerance may be developed'', Shortly after, he contributed a case study to the Lancet, and reported the successful treatment of a case of 'leucocythaemia' (leukaemia) with 'arsenic in large doses in combination with the iodide and chlorate of potash ... and strict attention to the state of the bowels". Fearing that he would not be taken seriously as a medical practitioner at so young an age, however, Conan Doyle signed as a ship's surgeon aboard a steamer to Africa shortly after qualification, his appetite whetted by a spell as the surgeon to an Arctic whaler whilst a medical student.
The doubts begin
The journey to West Africa was not uneventful, and he barely survived malaria and the ship's combustion to return to England and general practice. Although he found some success and satisfaction in his work, his interest soon began to wander, as a passion for literature and philosophy developed. Encouraged by the acceptance of some of his stories in magazines, and in particular by Oscar Wilde's enthusiasm over his work, Conan Doyle began to write more prolifically. His interest in theosophy raised doubts in his mind over established scientific 'truths', which culminated in a confrontation in Berlin, where the famous Koch was expounding his treatment for tuberculosis.
Disillusioned with general practice, yet uncertain of his future literary prospects, Conan Doyle sought an alternative avenue in medicine. He turned to ophthalmology, and in 1890 moved to Vienna to attend eye lectures at the Krankenhaus, These were conducted entirely in German, of which he had but a basic understanding, and his knowledge advanced little. However, he felt the trip not entirely wasted, remarking 'I received kind and welcome hospitality ... and I had some excellent skating'.
On return to London, the fledgling ophthalmologist took a consulting room at 2, Devonshire Place, hoping, with his limited abilities, that his juxtaposition to the great and famous practitioners of the day might provide some work of a routine nature, too mundane for themselves.
Enter Holmes
This was not to be however. 'Every morning I walked from the lodgings at Montague Place, reached my consulting room at ten and sat there until three or four, with never a ring to disturb my serenity. Could better conditions for reflection and work be found?"
But, just as Holmes could not endure the 'dull routine of existence', no more could his creator. The doctor with no patients metamorphosed into an author with a clamouring, insatiable public, as the Holmes stories captured the imagination of Victoria England. Though gratified by his success, and appreciative of the consequent prosperity, his literary aspirations lay beyond the detective. Fascinated by the epoch of Louis XIV and the Huguenots, he wrote The Refugees, as well as a number of other works, with which he was well pleased. None however satisfied his public of Holmes enthusiasts, and so, as Frankenstein had of ectoplasm. His visions of spirits culminated in his declaration of belief in the Cottingley fairies.
We can only speculate as to the influences that led Conan Doyle along his pathway to fantasy. His interest in spiritualism had first begun as a student, at which time he gave much consideration to religion, and declared himself agnostic, on the basis that he required 'definite demonstration' before he could accept a faith. It was in his involvement with the psychic sciences that he sought scientific proof of theosophical matters. Perhaps it was his scientific training that made him unable to accept faith without proof, and yet, in paradox, he went on to fantastic delusion. His father, Charles Doyle, spent the last years of his life in asylums, victim also to flights of fantasy, and bouts of depression and obsession with death. His recently discovered diary", a bizarre sketchbook of the fantastic and grotesque, has been hailed variously as the work of a madman or a genius. Were Arthur Conan Doyle's obsessions in later life similarly those of a genius or madman, and how narrow is the gap between the two? We owe to those who protested against his death the existence of a significant part of the Holmes stories. The letters of insult and abuse sent to Conan Doyle, and offers such as that from several retired elderly ladies to keep house for Holmes, eventually persuaded Conan Doyle that he must engineer the Return.
Throughout, however, Conan Doyle, who was not inherently self-effacing, propounded the mediocrity of the Holmes stories. He remarked of the series: 'Though the general average may not be conspicuously high, still the last one is as good as the first'.
The pathway to fantasy As he tired of Holmes, Conan Doyle's interests diversified into solving real-life crimes, to politics, and most of all, to study of the psychic sciences. In conjunction with Professor Oliver Lodge, Principal of the University of Birmingham, and eminent physicist, who is credited with the discovery of radio waves at the same time as Marconi, he vigorously promoted the cause of spiritualism. He regularly attended seances, and described his contact with the dead and the smell The final problem Contemporaries of his are now known to have used cocaine as inspiration for their thoughts, and the possibility that Conan Doyle did likewise must exist. Just as Holmes escaped reality through pharmacological contortion of his mind, so perhaps did his creator. We know that Doyle had early in his career tested drugs on himself. This was the normal method of experimentation at this period, and great changes were occurring in medicine. Anaesthesia and antiseptics were the two supreme innovations, but many of the profession were testing other drugs. Cocaine for local anaesthesia was a great advance. It was however being used for its other effects too, and many used it as a stimulant. The grandiose delusions of Freud are now generally considered to have been those of a cocaine addict, and the brilliant mind of William Halsted was destroyed also by the drug", The false belief that cocaine could enhance mental ability claimed numerous victims in the medical profession. Was Conan Doyle one of these victims?
Alas, Holmes died with his creator -we cannot solicit his help in solving perhaps the greatest mystery created by the doctor with no patients.
